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Tense & Aspect in Kalmyk1 

 

1. Tense & Aspect 

Utterance Time (UT) is the time at which a person is speaking. Event Time (ET) is the time at 
which the event we are speaking about takes place in. Tense generally refers to when an event 
takes place. In English, tense can be expressed in past, present, or future. Topic Time (TT) is the 
time that we are “speaking about” in the sentence. A depiction would be in the sentence, “At 
6AM, I was brushing my teeth” where the TT can be seen as 6AM. Past Tense relates the TT to 
the UT by indicating the TT precedes the UT. Present Tense means that the TT and the UT equal 
each other, or co-occur. Future Tense relates the UT and TT by indicating the UT precedes the 
TT. Often times, tense works with aspect. Aspect is the relation between TT to ET.  

 ASPECT 
TENSE PROGRESSIVE PERFECTIVE PERFECT HABITUAL 

PAST was studying studied had studied used to study 
PRESENT is studying X has studied studies 
FUTURE will be studying will study will have studied will study 
 

2. Progressives 

Progressive Aspect means the TT is contained inside the ET. In Kalmyk, /dʒa/ seems to be a 
Progressive marker, at least for Present and Past Progressive. TT can be made more explicit with 
adverbs and “when” clauses, as seen in examples (4b), (5b), and (6b).   

Present: 

(1)  a. Scenario: Imagine that you are speaking to your friend who just left Dorja’s house. 
 You wonder what Dorja is doing and your friend says, “Dorja is studying.” 

 b. dordʒəә  surɣulsurdʒana 
 Dorja  study.PROG.PRES 
 Dorja is studying.   (3/2/16) 
 
(2) a. Scenario: Imagine you are speaking to your friend who just left Dorja’s house. You 
 wonder what Dorja is doing and your friend says, “Dorja is dancing.” 
 
 b.dordʒəә   bildʒana 

Dorja  dance.PROG.PRES 
Dorja is dancing.   (3/21/16) 

 

 
                                                
1 I would like to thank the language consultant, Andrey Boskhomdzhiev, for his patience and 
care when working with our class. I would also like to thank our professor, Seth Cable, for his 
guidance and incredible thorough assistance throughout the semester.  
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Past: 

In Kalmyk, /la/ seems to be acting in at least one of its functions as a Past marker. 

(3)  a. Imagine Dorja is in his house studying. His friend calls him, so “Dorja was studying 
 when Saglur called. 

 b. saglurin  dʒiŋnulsəәn  tsaktəә   dordʒəә   surɣulsurtʃala 
  Saglur.GEN  called    time  Dorja   study.PROG.PAST 
  When Saglur called Dorja was studying.   (3/2/16) 
 
(4)  a. Scenario: Imagine Dorja is dancing at a studio. His friend Saglur enters the room. So, 
 “When Saglur entered the room, Dorja was dancing.   
 
 b.  saglur  øradəә  ordʒirsin tsaktəә    dordʒəә  

 Saglur  room.to entered.REL time   Dorja  
 
 bildʒala 
 danced.PROG.PAST 
 When Saglur entered the room, Dorja was dancing.  (3/21/16) 

Future: 

Notice that in Kalmyk the /χəә/ ending seems to be acting as a Future marker.  

(5)  a. Scenario: Imagine that you and another friend are trying to make plans to go to a 
 movie with Dorja. Your friend then realizes he has already spoken to Dorja and says, 
 “Dorja will be studying when the movie starts.” 

 b. kino   ɛkilsəәn   tsagla   dordʒəә  surɣulan surχəә 
 movie   beginning time.future Dorja  study.PROG.FUT 
 When the movie starts, Dorja will be studying.  (3/2/16) 
  
(6) a. Scenario: Dorja is in the studio waiting for his dance partner Saglur. He decides to 
 start doing some warm-up dances she before she arrives.   
  
 b. saglur   kurtʃirsɪn   tsaktəә,  dordʒɛ   bilχəә 
  Saglur   arrives   time Dorja   dance.PROG.FUT 
 When Saglur arrives, Dorja will be dancing.   (3/28/16) 
 
 
The scenario given in (6a) allows only the /χəә/ ending seen in (6b) because this ending indicates 
that Dorja is already dancing before Saglur arrives. When combined with the scenario given in 
(6a) other endings are rejected by the consultant. This example is shown in (7). 
 
(7) a. *saglur  kurtʃirsɪn  tsaktəә,   dordʒɛ   bilχarana 
  Saglur   arrives  time  Dorja  dance.PRES.PROG 
 
Note that in (7a) the only scenario that would not reject this structure would be one in which 
Dorja is not dancing before Saglur arrives.  
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3. Perfective 

Perfective Aspect means that the ET is inside the TT.  

Present: 

In languages across the globe, present tense and perfective aspect do not occur with one another. 
A present perfect would say that the TT equals the UT and the TT would abut the ET. In English 
this would sound strange to a native speaker.   

Future: 

(8) a. Scenario: Imagine Dorja is waiting in a studio for his dance partner Saglur. He is not 
 dancing now, but will dance when Saglur arrives.  
 
 b. saglur  kurtʃirsɪn  tsaktɛ,  dordʒɛ   bilχəә 
        Saglur          arrives  time  Dorja  dance.FUT 
        When Saglur arrives, Dorja will dance.   (3/28/16) 
 
 
 c. saglur   kurtʃirsɪn  tsaktɛ,   dordʒɛ   bilχarana 

       Saglur   arrives  time  Dorja  dance.FUT 
      When Saglur arrives, Dorja will dance.    (3/28/16) 

 

4. Perfect 

Perfect Aspect is the relationship that the ET is happening before the TT.  

Present:  

(9)  a. Scenario: Imagine that Dorja is a performer and he has been in many school 
 productions of dance, so “Dorja has danced on stage.” 
  
 b.dordʒdəә   bil la 
 Dorja  danced.PRES.PERF 
 Dorja has danced.    (3/2/16) 
 

(10)  a. saglur   ɛrta   park  ɛrksin   oda  gɛrtan   
   Saglur  earlier  park walking now  home   
 
 kurtʃirtʃɛ 
 went.PAST 
 Saglur was at the park earlier, but now she has gone home.   4/11/16) 
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(11)  a. saglur   ɛrtəә   park  ɛrksɪn   oda  gɛrtan  
            Saglur   earlier  park through now home   
       
           kurtʃirsɪn  βæna        
 reached  is 

     Saglur was at the park earlier, but now she has gone home.   (4/4/16) 
 
 

(12)  a. saglur   ɛrtəә   park  ɛrksɪn   oda  gɛrtan    
       Saglur   earlier  park through now  home  
  
 kurtʃirsɪn  
 went 

 Saglur was at the park earlier, but now she has gone home.   (4/11/16) 
 

Past: 

(13) a. Scenario: Imagine we wanted to see Dorja dance in tonight’s show. But we were late. 
 And when we arrived his part was over. So we can say this sentence.  
 
 b. manigəә  teatəәrtəә   kursɪn  tsaktəә,   dordʒəә   biɣan   
    We.ACC theater.to came.REL time  Dorja  his.dance 
 
 kutsasɪn bila        
 was.accomplished.PAST 
 When we got to the theater, Dorja had already danced.  (3/21/16) 
 
 
(14)  a. Scenario: You are standing in line waiting for a theme park to open with Dorja. While 
 waiting he gets a phone call and he has to leave to pick up his sister. He leaves before the 
 park opens.  
  
 b. park   sakyktskɪn   tsaktəә   dordʒəә   hardʒəәtsɪn   
          Park   open.PAST.REL time  Dorja  left.PAST   
 
 bila 
 was 
    When the park opened, Dorja had already left.    (4/4/16) 

 

For a Universal Perfect, a /dʒana/ ending renders the meaning that Dorja is dancing right now 
too. The /la/ ending in Kalmyk does not work with a Universal Perfect, as shown in (16), 
because this sentence does not have a meaning that Dorja is dancing right now too.  
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(15) a. arβəәn  nɛgnasəә  aβəәn,   dordʒəә   zoksəәlgəәn   
 eleven.from from  that.point Dorja  non-stop 
 
 bɪldʒana       
 dance.PROG.PRES     (4/11/16) 
 
 
(16) a. *arβəәn  negnasəә  aβəәn   dordʒəә   zoksəәlgəәn   
 eleven.from from  that.point Dorja  non-stop 
  
 bɪldʒala 
 dance       (4/11/16)    
 

Only /sin/ combines with /bila/ and /bana/, the forms of “be.” This is shown in (17a). When these 
forms of be were combined with /la/ in (18a) in and /dʒɛ/ in (19a) the speaker rejected the 
structure.  

(17) a. saglur  ɛrta   park   ɛrksin   oda  gɛrtan  
 Saglur   earlier  park  through now home 
 
 kurtʃirsin  βana 
 reached is  
 Saglur was at the park earlier, but now she has gone home.  (4/4/16) 
 

(18) a.*saglur  ɛrta   park   ɛrksin   oda  gɛrtan    
             Saglur  earlier  park  walking now home   
  
 kurtʃirla βana 
 reached is       (4/11/16) 
 
(19) a. *saglur  ɛrta   park  ɛrksin   oda  gɛrtan      
             Saglur  earlier  park walking now home   
 
 kurtʃirdʒɛ βana 
 reached is 
 
5. Generics/Habituals 

A Habitual Aspect means that the TT is inside of a HABIT. A habitual describes something that 
is done typically or regularly. In relation to tense, there can be Present, Past, and Future 
Habituals.   
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Present: 
 

(20) a. Scenario: Imagine you have a friend Saglur and a friend Dorja. And you are about to 
 introduce Saglur to Dorja. And Saglur is asking what Dorja is like and you say this 
 sentence.  
 
 b. sul   tsaktan,   dordʒəә   bilna 
 free  time.at     Dorja   dance.GEN 
 Dorja dances (in his free time.)   (3/21/16) 
 

Past: 

(21) a. Scenario: Imagine you are talking about your childhood. You are talking about your 
friend Dorja and what he used to do, so you can say this. 

 b. baɣa   tsaktan,  dordʒəә   bildik bila 
   youth  time.at  Dorja  dance.GEN.PAST 
 Dorja used to dance (when he was young.)  (3/21/16) 

 

Future: 

(22) a. Scenario: Imagine Dorja signed up for 4 weeks worth of dance classes. They start next 
 month so he will begin dancing at the end of the month when the lessons are over, and he 
 is not dancing now. 
 
 b. tøna   høna   dordʒəә   bɪltʃatχəә 
 that  after  Dorja  dance.CAN.FUT 
 After that Dorja will be able to dance.  (4/4/16) 
 
It had been hypothesized that the ending /dik/ could be a marker for Generics. However placing 
it with the Future marker /χəә/ results in a structure that was rejected by the speaker. This rejected 
structure is shown in (23a).  
 
(23) a. *dordʒəә   bildɪk   bolχəә 
    Dorja  dance.HAB can.FUT 
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6. Future in the Past 

(24) a. Scenario: Imagine Dorja was scheduled to dance in tonight’s show. However, this 
 afternoon Dorja broke his toe while out running with his mom. They explain what 
 happened to a family friend that evening. 
 
 b. dordʒəә  nartəә   bɪlχar   sedʒala 
 Dorja  in.show dance.INF wanted/disposed 
 Dorja was going to dance in tonight’s show.  (3/28/16) 
 
(25)  a. Scenario: Imagine Saglur has planned to plant flowers this morning. When she gets 
 outside the ground is frozen.  
 
 b. sagləәr  tsetskas  tarχar   sɛdʒala 
 Saglur  flowers  plant.INF wanted/disposed 
 Saglur was going to plant flowers.   (3/28/26) 
 
In (26a) the Future Marker /χa/ and the Past Marker /la/ were both attached to the verb root for 
“dance.” The speaker however rejected this structure that had both of these markers.   

(26) a. *dordʒəә   nærtəә   bɪlχala 
    Dorja  show  dance.FUT.PAST 
 Dorja was going to dance.   (4/4/16) 
 
In (27a) the speaker accepted the structure with a Future in the Past meaning.  
 
(27) a. tsaktsəә   unχarala 
     glass  fall.FUT.PAST 
 The glass was going to fall.   (4/11/16) 


